Artist Activists and the Environment

Artists who use their work to teach others about important problems and issues.

These artists make work that teaches others about problems with our environment/our earth.
Angela Haseltine

The project teaches people about the huge amount of plastic debris that's found within our ocean and waterways. SeaWorld Parks uses the sculptures of sea life such as fishes and turtles, made out of recycled marine debris, to create public awareness.
Miha Artnak

Uses plastic bags and cups to create a giant monster with tentacles. It shows the dangers of thrown away plastic on our environment. The more plastic you use, the bigger the monster gets.
Konstantin Dimopoulous

Uses paint to color the trees blue as a way of promoting awareness about global deforestation to the public.
We will use paper recycled from all of the classrooms at Southdale to make a BIG project that teaches people how much paper we use at school in just ONE DAY.

We will ask teachers to collect all of the paper they recycle in 1 day.
We will make a BIG and LONG paper chain using this paper. We will hang our paper chain up for people to see.
Gregg Segal
takes pictures of Americans lying in one week's worth of their own trash. It is meant to be an eye opener about how much we stuff we use and throw away each week.
Thanks to Hanna Thuesen, art teacher at a Cedar Falls elementary school. Her class heightened awareness in the community about the abundance of paper used in society—and what they could do to reduce paper use.